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CONSTRUCTION
Frame: Constructed from high quality, 
pure aluminum alloy, frames are coated 
in our Marine Primer and finished in 
an architectural-grade powder coat, 
creating a rich, dimensional color. 

Marine Primer: A proprietary spray 
epoxy basecoat seals out oxygen and 
prevents corrosion.

Aluminum: Sourced from high quality, 
pure aluminum alloy, aluminum tops 
are protected by our Marine Primer and 
finished with an architectural-grade 
powder coat. Available in solid and 
perforated patterns.

Corian: Defined by superior durability 
and low maintenance, Corian is a solid, 
non-porous surface with outstanding UV 
performance. This impermeable tabletop 
prevents the growth of mold and mildew 
while its integral color promotes high 
abrasion resistance and easy cleaning.  

Ecowood: Produced from a high-density 
polymer using recycled materials and 
sustainable manufacturing methods, 
Ecowood provides warmth and texture 
through its wood grain aesthetic. 
Engineered for diverse weather 
conditions, Ecowood will not corrode, 
splinter, or rot, and requires no sealing or 
painting. 

Pietra: Marrying the look of Italian marble 
with the endurance of dense, engineered 
stone, Pietra boasts exceptional UV and 
scratch resistance, low porosity, and 
superior colorfastness.

FINISHES
Visit pavilionfurniture.com/finishes  
or click the links below for all available 
finish options.

Powder Coat

Table Tops 

SPECIFICATION
Specify powder coat paint color and table 
top material. 

ACCESSORIES 
Tailored Protective Covers: 
Recommended for the protection of your 
investment, our covers are constructed 
from a high-quality, waterproof fabric 
that is stain and UV resistant while also 
inhibiting the growth of mold and mildew.  
Available in taupe or grey, covers are 
sized to each product and snugly secure 
to frames with adjustable Velcro straps.

SALITA™  
COFFEE TABLES
Salita helps relaxed, sociable gathering spaces take shape with 
handcrafted, durable materials and a tailored aesthetic. With more 
than 25 seating and table elements for creative placemaking, Salita 
delivers a refined lounge experience for outdoor areas ranging from 
compact to spacious.

Rectangular Coffee Table
SL 3162-12 

Square Coffee Table
SL 3131-12 

Round Coffee Table
SL 1837-12

Designed by Colin Nourie

Width 31  in  79  cm

Depth 31  in 79 cm

Height 11.5 in 29 cm

Weight  39 lb 18 kg

Width 62  in  157  cm

Depth 31  in  79  cm

Height 11.5  in 29 cm

Weight  66 lb 30 kg

Diameter 37  in  94  cm

Height 11.5  in 29 cm

Weight  40 lb 18 kg
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